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Abstract. Anisotropy and intensity variations of high-energy particles and magnetic variations detected by IMP-J at
37 Re in the central part of the magnetotail within 2 Re
of the neutral sheet were studied during a few consecutive
substorms on March 3, 1976, and related to a large body
of ground observations. A close correlation is usually found
between bursts observed in Pi pulsations on the ground
(having a duration of ~ 1 min and usually being repeated
in 1-3 min) and high-energy particle bursts observed in the
far tail. The magnetic field response is examined relative
to the onsets of high-energy particle bursts. A three-dimensional current system RIPD (Reconnection Induced Propagating Disturbance) is constructed which can, in principle,
produce the magnetic field variations observed in the
boundary part of the plasma sheet (PS). Previously reported
properties of high-energy particle bursts (inverse energy dispersion, preferential acceleration of alpha particles, dawndusk asymmetry in the acceleration of electrons and protons
and transient PS expansions) are found to be typical of
these impulsive processes. Together with earlier results,
these observations show that the expansion process (identified here as a transient reconnection or explosive tearing
mode) clearly operates in an impulsive fashion. The superposition of impulse-induced propagating disturbances necessarily results in complex, variable patterns of magnetic
field and thermal plasma behaviour, such as are frequently
found in the PS during substorms.
Key words: Substorm expansion - Magnetotail-ground correlation - Plasma sheet boundary - High-energy particle
bursts - Propagating magnetic field disturbance

Introduction
The substorm expansion process includes a change in the
gross structure of the magnetotail magnetic field and plasma configuration accompanied by strongly enhanced energy dissipation in the magnetosphere-ionosphere system. Detailed synthesis of plasma sheet (PS) phenomena observed
to date (such as plasma flow and energization, magnetic
and electric field variations, etc.) is still a subject giving
rise to many controversies, and consequently there are not
yet any well-developed theoretical models available.
Offprint requests to: T. Bosinger

The authors of numerous papers on substorm morphology in the PS nevertheless seem to agree on certain major
findings. These include:
a) A source at 10--15 Re distance in the night-time magnetotail is turned on and later displaced tailward in some
way (stepwise and/or continuously) during the substorm
expansion phase (Pytte et al., 1976; Nishida and Fujii,
1976; Hones et al., 1973).
b) Earthward of this source strong plasma flows tend
to exist, mainly in an earthward direction, and the magnetic
field relaxes somewhat towards a more dipole-like configuration in conjunction with the PS expansion (Pytte et al.,
1976; Lui et al., 1976; Hones, 1979 and others).
c) Tailward of the source the direction of strong plasma
flows and the polarity of the Bz component of the magnetic
field are variable and complex, but tailward plasma flows
and southward turnings of Bz are quite common (Lui et al.,
1977; Hones and Schindler, 1979; Nishida et al. 1981; Caan
et al., 1979 and others).
d) A strongly enhanced, newly accelerted, high-energy
(HE) particle population up to MeV energies is found,
which propagates from the source both tailwards and earthwards (Krimigis and Sarris, 1979; Baker et al., 1982).
The characteristics mentioned above depict only a type
of average behaviour, and the numerous discrepancies in
the details of PS observations indicate a complex space-time
evolution of the substorm process in the tail (Coroniti et al.,
1980). This seems to operate in a sporadic manner (time
scales from 10 s to several minutes have been distinguished)
in localized parts of the PS (Pytte et al., 1976, 1978; Segeev,
1977, 1981 ; Krimigis and Sarris, 1979; Belian et al. 1984),
and there are even indications of the simultaneous presence
of several sources (Sarris et al., 1976 b ).
The interpretation of PS observations is particularly
problematical because temporal and spatial variations are
dificult to separate on the basis of single-satellite measurements. The situation is further complicated because of the
different propagation speeds involved (e.g. MHD, plasma
drift and HE particle speeds). Williams (1981) has demonstrated that, due to dispersion, a wealth of energy and pitchangle distributions of energetic ions exists (after the steplike process of ion acceleration) even in the relatively simple
case of non-interacting particles. Possibly the most serious
difficulty in the interpretation of PS observations arises
when large-scale effects of the source are masked by disturbances of local origin (e.g. strong turbulence, as apparently
identified by Coroniti et al., 1980). These difficulties are
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well known, but to our knowledge they have not yet been
explicitly taken into account.
It seems possible, however, to isolate large-scale effects
from small-scale ones, namely when the source acts in an
impulsive fashion, provided we are looking at the phenomena on a time-scale which is small in comparison with the
duration of the impulse. There are indeed facts which speak
in favour of an impulsively operating source. First there
are the observations of large impulsive electric fields (Aggson et al., 1977; Pedersen et al.; 1978; Cattell et al.. 1982),
and then there are reports on multiple short HE particle
bursts and injections (Krimigis and Sarris, 1979; Lui and
Meng, 1979; Kirsch et al., 1981; Baker et al. 1982; Belian
et al., 1984). Impulsive or step-like behaviour in the substorm expansion process has been inferred from groundbased observations (here the temporal and spatial effects
can be clearly separated). In this way Sergeev et al. (1978)
were able to elucidate the fine structure of auroral expansion. Practically all studies based on high time resolution
ground observations, including auroras, currents, HE electron precipitations and ULF-waves, have confirmed that
the expansion process operates in an impulsive manner
characterized by a time-constant typically of 1-3 min (e.g.
Sergeev and Yahnin, 1979; Bosinger et al., 1981; Yahnin
et al., 1983). This holds for expansions of different strength
and different spatial extent (Yahnin et al., 1983). Impulsive
HE particle injections with similar temporal characteristics
were found to be common at geosynchronous distance (Belian et al. 1984).
As will be seen below, HE particle bursts often show
a remarkable correspondence with impulsive modulation
of the expansion process as observed on the ground. This
is true even in cases of very weak, small-scale expansions
(Yahnin et al., 1984).
The aim of this paper is two-fold: firstly, to provide
a detailed ground - satellite comparison to show once again
the impulsive behaviour of the expansion process and, secondly, to monitor changes in the PS magnetic field and
HE particles after the switching on of the source in order
to construct a phenomenonological scheme of manifestations of the expansion process in the far PS.
Since the behaviour of HE particles in the 0.3-2.0 MeV
energy range (i.e. energies 2-3 orders of magnitude larger
than the thermal energy of PS particles) is considered here
to be of crucial importance, we recall below some of their
properties as given in the literature (Buck et al., 1973; Krimigis and Sarris, 1979; Williams, 1981; Andrews et al.,
1981 ; Belian et al. 1981 and others) :
1. At IMP-J distance (37 R. in the magnetotail, in our
case) the gyroradius of the HE protons (1 R 0 ) is comparable
to both the PS thickness and - in our case - the distance
of the satellite from the PS centre. This allows the HE
protons to be seen almost all the time during expansion,
and also allows the spatial and temporal effects to be distinguished and the configurational changes of the PS to be
investigated to some extent (N-S displacements of its
boundary).
2. Since the protons in the bursts are highly anisotropic
and are collimated mainly along the magnetic field lines,
we have information on the source location (tailward or
earthward with respect to the satellite). Due to the high
speeds of the HE particles (tens of R 0 /s for electrons), their
arrival time forms a reference time for the study of the
concurrent thermal plasma and magnetic field behaviour.

Instruments, data and observations
General correspondence between HE particle bursts
and ground activity, characteristics of the period studied

The most important PS parameters studied here were obtained from the GSFC magnetometer and two energeticparticle detectors on board the IMP-J satellite. We use the
15.36-s averages of the magnetic field vector expressed either in the GSE or GSM coordinate system, and the standard deviation (o) of individual 1.28-s measurements. This
quantity characterizes the field variability or magnetic fluctuations below 1 Hz. The particle detectors (the APL/JHU
experiment CPME, for details see Sarris et al., 1976a) provide information on the HE proton and electron fluxes in
a few energy channels above 0.3 MeV. Alpha-particle fluxes
are measured above 2 MeV. A complete cycle comprises
measurements made during a 5.12-s interval repeated every
10.24 s and provides information on the particle fluxes in
eight angular sectors o the ecliptic plane. We also use data
on 50-200-keV protons from the EPD experiment (for details, see Roelof et al., 1976), which yields better angular
resolution (data from 16 sectors of the ecliptic plane) but
only every 20.48 s.
During the period of interest the IMP-J satellite made
measurements in the central part of the magnetotail, moving from dusk towards midnight. Its GSM coordinates in
R. early and late on March 3, 1976 read -34.8, 16.3, 0.1
and -36.7, 0.5, 3.1, respectively. Because of fortunate details of both the satellite orbital motion and the diurnal
movement of the neutral sheet, the satellite stayed within
2-3 R. of the PS centre throughout the day (see the bottom
curve in Fig. 1). This extremely rare and fortunate circumstance permits us to consider the association between HE
particle bursts and different ground-based observations
during various kinds of magnetospheric activity. The second fortunate circumstance is the large number of available
ground-based observations obtained from the world-wide
networks of magnetometers, all-sky cameras, photometers,
riometers, induction magnetometers, etc .. The data were
collected and analysed in an informal workshop devoted
to the global and local relationship between different
ground phenomena during substorms. Much of the data
collected has been published (Sergeev et al., 1981; Mishin
et al., 1982), and the results of the analysis are collected
in a special issue (Pudovkin and Sergeev, 1984). We will
refer extensively to these publications below. Information
on the ground-based instrumentation can be found in Sergeev (1981).
As can be seen from the upper panel of Fig. 1, the day
concerned is characterized by various types of magnetic
activity. It contains an 8-h period of intense and prolonged
activity, well-pronounced substorms - both isolated and
superimposed - and also a 3-h long quiet period between
13 and 16 UT. It also shows significant HE particle activity,
the intensity of which generally reflects the behaviour of
the AE index. These time intervals, based on 5.5-min averages, are marked by black spaces in Fig. 1, sequences which
contain strong fluxes of 0.5-MeV electrons (HEE) and
3-MeV protons (HEP). Threshold fluxes of 1·(cm 2 ·s·ster)- 1
for HEE and 3 · 103(cm 2 · s · ster ·MeV/nucl)- 1 for HEP are
chosen, which are a factor of three higher than the maximum values during the quiet interval of 15-16 UT, when
the satellite stayed within the PS. HE particles were pre-
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Fig. 1. Magnetic and particle activity on March 3, 1976. From

top to bottom: AE(7) index; 5.5-min averages of differential proton
(JP) and integral electron(/,) flux intensities measured by the EPD
and CPME experiment on board the IMP-J satellite; intervals (indicated by black space) of most intense electron (HEE) and proton
(HEP) particle bursts (for details, see text) ; intervals (black space)
of Pi-2 activity (Pi2) and magnetic bays (MLB) as observed at
nightside mid-latitude observatories; the distance (Ll Z.) of IMP-J
from the calculated position of the neutral sheet (the vertical bars
indicate times of neutral sheet crossings, i.e. changing polarity of
the Bx component), is from IMS/SSC report N 5, 1975

ferred as tracers, since these particles exit faster from the
acceleration region (due to their higher drift speeds). Consequently, the time intervals of peak HE particle flux indicate
the time intervals of particle acceleration more accurately
and reliably. Note also that the gyroradius of a 3-MeV
proton in the lobe field (2-3 R.) is larger than the distance
of the satellite from the neutral sheet during the whole period of observation. The dotted lines indicate gaps in the
IMP-J data. One can see that the time intervals of the strong
fluxes in the highest energy channels are, in general, the
same for particles of both types.
Let us first compare the appearance of these HE particle
bursts with the ground signatures of substorm expansion.
The two lower panels of Fig. 1 (marked Pi2 and MLB)
indicate the time intervals during which expansion-related
Pi2 pulsations and magnetic bays are seen at mid-latitudes
(standard, rapid-run and induction magnetometer data
from the world-wide networks are used). As already known
for HE particle bursts (Murayama, 1970) and for other
expansion-related signatures of the magnetotail (Pytte
et al., 1976, 1978), the bursts tend to appear in close association with Pi2s and mid-latitude bays whenever the activity
is continuously high (as before 08 UT) or low. One remarkable example of this association is the very strong HE particle burst detected around 14: 15 UT during conditions of
magnetic calm (AE~ 100 nT). The few exceptions from this
close temporal correlation may be consequences of the
known screening effect (Pi2 intensity is strongly damped
at mid-latitudes when the expansion proceeds beyond 70°
corrected geomagnetic latitude (CG Lat); see examples in

Wolcott et al., 1976; Pytte et al., 1978 and also Sergeev,
1981 ).
The typical pattern of the proton flux and its anisotropy
during substorm expansion is best depicted by an isointensity-contourline presentation, as used earlier by Roelof
et al. (1976). Figure 2 contains such presentations for the
two clearest and most intense substorms observed on March
3, 1976, (onsets at 11.51 and at 17.16 UT, cf. Sergeev, 1981).
The gross features of these substorm expansions are similar
in terms of the HE particle characteristics, although IMP-J
spent most of the time within the PS during the first event
and outside it during the second, as evidenced by the magnetic field and thermal plasma data (E.W. Hones, personal
communication). These common features include strong
tailward anisotropy during the first stage (the first 20 min
in these cases), and strong earthward anisotropy during
the second stage up to the final PS expansion. The spot-like
appearance (intense, collimated particle bursts) during the
first 40 min in each case in Fig. 2 deserves special attention,
since it reflects a burst-like particle behaviour (more pronounced in the higher energy proton channels). The HE
particle bursts during the interval 17: 32-17: 34 UT were
examined in detail by Lui and Krimigis (1983) and were
found to be hot beams with low densities and high drift
speeds. With reference to Fig. 2 and similar presentations
by Roelof et al. (1976), Carbary and Krimigis (1979) and
similar findings by Lui and Meng (1979), we can say that
series of repetitive HE particle bursts with repetitation periods of 1- 3 min form a typical feature of the expansion
phase.
In Fig. 2 another interesting feature can be noted. There
are sporadically occurring signatures of counterstreaming
HE proton flows (flux contours are centred at both 180°
and 360°). These signatures are particularly clear from 17 .29
to 17.32 UT and 17.42 to 17.49 UT. The observation of
counterstreaming HE protons is not unusual (see e.g. Williams, 1981). It should be noted, however, that the parent
beam (tailward between 17.10 and 17.35 and earthward between 17.42 and 17.50 UT) exceeds the oppositely directed
flux by more than one order of magnitude. This kind of
counterstreaming may be understood in terms of return
fluxes caused by magnetic mirroring or magnetic loops.
In all the substorm cases of March 3, 1976 the series
of particle bursts appear synchronously with enhanced Pi
activity (Pi2 at mid and auroral latitudes, Pi1B in the nightside auroral zone). Often, however, it is hard to recognize
unambiguously the overlapping effects of individual bursts
and to identify the intensifications observed on the ground
with these individual HE particle bursts. For the purpose
of ground-satellite comparison we will therefore present a
case below in which the HE particle bursts are well separated in time.
An example of detailed PS - ground correlation
As evidenced by ground-based observations, the substorm
which initiated at 19: 59: 00 UT developed mostly within
the Scandinavian sector. Because of this the temporal variation and the relationships between phenomena such as auroral structures, brightness and heights, cosmic noise absorption, equivalent currents and Pi2/Pi1 B type magnetic pulsations could be studied in great detail and with high temporal
and spatial resolution. Readers are referred to the companion paper by Sergeev et al. (1986, referred to as paper II
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in the following). We reproduce here, in the upper part
of Fig. 3, a sonagram of the induction magnetometer record
from Sodankylii, which gives the onsets and relative intensities of a dozen well-defined impulsive activations which occurred during the first half-hour of the substorm expansion.
This time the IMP-J was gradually leaving the thinning
PS, as evidenced by a gradually increasing Bx component
(Fig. 3) and a decreasing energy density in the thermal plasma (E.W. Hones, personal communication). Shortly after
the first ground signatures of the expansion onset
(19:59- 20:00 UT, see paper II) the substorm manifests itself at a distance of 37 R. in the central magnetotail by
a significant increase in HE particle fluxes and by the onset
of magnetic field fluctuations a and variations in all three
components (Fig. 3). The onsets of all the impulsive activations, as detected on the ground, are given in Fig. 3 by
dotted lines labelled A, B, D, E, F, G, Hand I. The activation C (between B and D) is very weak but nevertheless
included (dotted line, but not labelled) here because it is
dealt with in paper II. Almost simultaneous impulsive
changes in the magnetic field and the HE particle fluxes
at IMP-J can be recognized. There is not only a temporal
correspondence between the ground and IMP-J observations, but there is also a similar intensity response of the
Pi 1Bs to spikes in the particle fluxes. The most prominent
HE particle bursts are associated with the activations A,
E, F and H, which appear to be the strongest ones in terms
of their other ground signatures as well (see paper II).
In order to obtain information on the time delays between phenomena observed on the ground and at the
boundary of the PS, we restrict our analysis to the most
intensive particle bursts (in which the concurrent magnetic
field variations can be expected to be well above the background noise). The broken lines in Fig. 4 denote onsets
of HE bursts, which are distinct in the protons and the
electrons. Both the superimposed (F, G) and isolated impulses (A, I), are followed by a distinct rise in a and an
impulsive negative excursion of Bz (dotted lines). The time
delay ranges from 0 s (I) to 50 s (A). Similarly, the appearance of the HE bursts seems to be delayed relative to the
onsets of Pi bursts observed on the ground. Both the delays
and their tendency to decrease in the course of the expansion can be explained by the relative position of the satellite
with respect to the source region. As in the first stage of
the cases shown in Fig. 2, the proton flow in the ecliptic
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plane was found to be highly anisotropic and oriented in
a tailward direction (almost) along the magnetic field lines.
From t his we can conclude that the source duri ng this period is located somewhere between the Earth (behind 10 Re,
to be exact) and the satellite (37 Re). From the auroral-zone
data we know that the auroral expansion started at 66°
CG Lat and expanded polewards in a stepwise fashion,
reaching 71° CG Lat at 20:23 UT (paper II). Correspondingly, we can assume that in the course of the successive
activations the source region is displaced tailward (towards
the satellite), which gives a na tural explanation for the decreasing time delay. If so, we can further argue that the
observed negative excursion of B,, which is largest in the
fi rst activation, is caused by some current system which
propagates in the PS with a speed lower than that of the
HE particles.
Returning to the magnetic variations in the PS shown
in Fig. 3, we can note the following. First of all, there is
no simple correlation between the magnetic field variation
amplitude a nd the intensities of the HE and/or Pi t bursts.
The event G, for example, shows a very intense magnetic

Fig. 5. Data as in Fig. 4, but for the most
intense substorm observed on March 3, 1976.
The count rates of alpha particles are added
in the bottom panel. Distinct impulsive
changes in Pi2 signals are marked by triangles
at the top of the figure. Lines with dots or
crosses denote the 0.29-0.50 MeV and 0.51.0 MeV energy channels, respectively. Note
that the proton fluxes are highly anisotropic
during this interval and are directed tailwards
before 17: 36 UT and earthwards after 17: 42
UT (cf. Fig. 2)

UT

field variation (possibly of local origin) with no significa nt
HE particle response. Then, by comparing the variations
in B, and By relative to their levels both before the onset
of the substorm and a few minutes prior to t he isolated
activation I, we can conclude that their response to the
impulsive activations constitutes mainly a negative excursion for B, and a positive one for By. Exceptions, however,
are evident, particularly the positive B, variation after activation E. Variations in the largest component, namely Bx,
are less distinct, probably because of the continuo us growth
of the tail current at IMP-J position. For the most intense
HE particle b ursts seen in Fig. 4, a rise in Bx in the fi rst
30 s (after the onset of the burst) and then a drop below
the p revious level seems to be typical.
Intense H E proton bursts in both channels ( > 0.3 a nd
> 0.5 MeV) are observed only during three activations (A,
G, I). Indications of inverse energy dispersion (0.3-MeV
protons arrive and/or reach the maxim um flu x first) show
impulse G a nd impulse I in Fig. 4. A brief appearance of
HE alp ha particles above 2 MeV is detected at the maximum phase of activation A (20:00:53 UT).
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HE particle and magnetic field response tailward
and earthward of the source region

The expansion of the most intense substorm on March 3,
1976, started at 17: 16 UT. Figure 5 contains the strongest
HE proton bursts (for almost all periods of IMP-7 and
IMP-8 observations). The ground data published by Sergeev (1981) for this interval show a very rapid and extensive
auroral expansion towards 75° CG Lat with clear impulsive
substructures. Due to the tailward motion (or jump) of
the source region passing over the satellite at 17: 36--17: 40
UT, the source in this period is first earthward and then
tailward of the satellite (see Fig. 2). This may indicate that
the source is not so far from the observation site during
the 10-min period considered as during other activations
of this substorm. Consequently, differences in timing due
to different propagation speeds are expected to be smaller.
The onsets of the HE particle bursts, therefore, serve well
as reference times for the concurrent magnetic variations.
As in Fig. 4, the onsets of the HE particle bursts are
indicated in Fig. 5 by broken lines. Once again one can
notice the excellent time correlation between these HE particle bursts and those in a. Again, however, there is no
exact intensity correlation between them. The striking difference in the impulse response of Bz before and after 17: 38
UT calls for special attention. Before 17: 38 UT (tailward
proton flow, source earthward of satellite) the onsets of
bursts A-E are followed by a mainly negative Bz excursion,
whereas the Bz response to the onsets of bursts F-1 (source
tailward of satellite) is primarily positive. One remarkable
additional detail should be noted. The main Bz excursion
is advanced by a short ( ~ 15 s) pulse of reverse polarity,
and the By component (not shown here, cf. Fig. 5 in Sergeev, 1981) also displays coherent impulsive variations of
similar magnitude, being negative before 17: 38 and positive
after 17: 42 UT. It also becomes evident from Fig. 5 that
the a and Bx responses from both sides of the source region
do not differ significantly.

© 18-7nT
® 19-4nT

Fig. 6. Energy dispersion and pitch-angle distribution
of the intense bursts C-E in Fig. 5. Top: relative
changes in spin-averaged fluxes for 0.29---0.50 MeV
(solid line) and 0.5-1.0 MeV (broken line) protons (the
fluxes of each channel are normalized to the maximum
flux of each burst). Bottom: evolution of the flux
distribution of 0.29-0.50 MeV protons in the ecliptic
plane in the cour9e of each burst. The encircled
numbers CD-® indicate the time sector for which the
distributions are shown. The fluxes are normalized to
the maximum count rate of each time sector. The
15.36-s averages of magnetic fj.eld strength are also
given for each time sector (two values, if the particle
measurement falls betwee.n two neighbouring intervals
of the magnetic field measurement). The vertical
broken line indicates the GSE longitude

It is of great importance here to ensure the temporal
nature of the observed variations (responses). First there
is the simultaneity of the onsets of the impulsive rises in
both the HE electron and proton fluxes (this is clear for
bursts A, D, E, F, G and H). Taking into account the
large differences in the gyroradii of both speeies, this gives
the first evidence of the temporal nature of the observed
variations. Secondly, we show in the upper part of Fig. 6
the fluxes of 0.3-0.5 MeV and 0.5-1.0 MeV protons (normalized to the maximum flux of each impulse) for the three
most intense (superimposed) bursts, C, D and E. The inverse energy dispersion effect is clearly visible. The same
effect can also be verified for the bursts F, G and H in
Fig. 5. This is further evidence of the temporal nature of
the observed variations. Additional evidence comes from
the ground-satelite correlation, as will be shown later.
Normalized azimuthal flux distributions of0.3-0.5 MeV
protons are shown in successive frames for ~ach burst in
the lower part of Fig. 6. The fluxes are strongly collimated,
so that only a portion of the full azimuthal range is displayed. A persistent feature of all three cases of an intense
particle burst is that the initial rise in proton counts starts
at an ~45° pitch angle. The distribution then shifts towards
the field-aligned direction at the time of the burst intensity
maximum and turns back to an ~45° pitch angle at the
end of the burst. Dawn-to-dusk-directed anisotropy is a
common feature of HE protons, and finds its explanation
in the N-S gradient of the HE proton number density (Sarris et al., 1976a). This being so, the shift in flux distribution
demonstrated here is consistent with the spatial movement
of the flux tube containing the highly collimated proton
beam, which approaches the satellite and then moves back
again. This is also supported by the observations of phases
C-4, C-5, E-3 and E-4, when the distributions are obviously
shifted towards dawn relative to the local magnetic field
direction (broken vertical line). Only at these moments is
the satellite embedded in the PS, as evidenced by the lowest
values for the magnetic field magnitude (Bx component),
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also presented in Fig. 6, and by the brief spikes in the thermal electron energy density (data kindly provided by E.W.
Hones). This "N-S gradient interpretation" thus enables
us to see HE field-aligned proton beams whose gyrocentres
are contained in the narrow outer boundary part of the
PS and which experience local N-S displacements (possible
expansion - contraction or flapping motions of the PS)
in association with each impulsive activation.
In contrast to the substorm commencing at ~ 20 UT,
the HE electrons are found in this case to be highly anisotropic. First, before 17: 36 UT, they exhibit a persistent
strong tailward anisotropy and then, during the bursts F-H,
they occasionally show significant earthward anisotropy
(with front-to-back ratio > 2). In summary, we can say
that the proton and electron data, and also the change
in the sign of Bz at 17: 36 UT (Fig. 5), are consistent with
a tailward movement of the source region beyond the satellite (for T> 17: 40 UT the source is certainly tail ward of
the satellite).
One of the strongest alpha-particle events in the IMP-J
observations is detected in coincidence with the strong proton bursts C-D (cf. Fig. 5), showing that the acceleration
mechanism was effective in accelerating charged particles
up to a few MeV energy in the same, short (impulsive)
process. It is important to note that the proton fluxes in
the corresponding energy channel ( > 2 Me V) are at least
one order of magnitude smaller.
The small time difference ( ~ 1 min) between the particle
bursts themselves within the first (B-E) and second sequence (F--H) makes it difficult to establish a one-to-one
correspondence between them and the individual impulsive
activations seen on the ground. In this event, the main information from the ground observations is obtained from an
analysis of the Pi-2 signals recorded at auroral and midlatitudes. The Pi-2 pulsations serve the same purpose here
as the earlier Pi1B pulsations shown in Fig. 3. As shown
by Sergeev (1981) and supported by an additional data survey, an intense Pi-2 wavetrain starts coherently at widely
displaced stations at 17: 30: 45 UT ( ± 5 s) in coincidence
with Pit Bs, after which an extended, rapid auroral expansion takes place until 17: 36 UT. The trains observed at
all sites at mid-latitudes display coherent, abrupt phase or
amplitude changes, two of which occur at 17: 32: 30 and
17:34:00 UT, respectively (see Fig. 6 in· Sergeev, 1981). A
repeated survey including additional data revealed one
more coherent change at 17: 31: 40 UT. These times (triangles at the top of Fig. 5) give an almost exact coincidence
of impulsive changes in Pi-2 trains with the onsets of the
HE particle bursts B, C, D and E seen at 37 Re.
The situation after 17: 40 UT is not so well suited for
a ground-tail comparison, because the various ground observations do not correlate with each other. In particular,
the signature of an auroral expansion at very high latitudes
(CG Lat >74°) after 17:43-44 UT (see Fig. 2 in Sergeev,
1981) does not correlate with the Pi-2 activity at mid-latitudes, where it is weak and irregular, with the exception
of a 2-min pulsation train starting at 17: 45: 05 UT. Since
very high latitude auroral activations are not usually accompanied by clear mid-latitude pulsations in the Pi-2 range
(Pytte et al., 1978), and since auroral-zone data alone do
not provide sufficient accuracy over the period studied, we
cannot support or reject the presence of ground counterparts for bursts F-1 in Fig. 5. All that can be said is that
the auroral expansion onset and the onset of the mid-lati-

tude Pi-2s seem to be delayed by 1-3 min with respect to
the onset of a series of strong HE proton particle bursts.
Note that in this case the source region is very much further
down the tail than 37 Re.
Discussion and conclusions

The observations presented in this paper support the finding of an impulsive energy dissipation process in the substorm expansion phase (Sergeev, 1981; Yahnin et al., 1983).
Among the wealth of different variations (temporal and
spatial, small- and large-scale), we can apparently distinguish the properties of an "elementary" impulsive process,
seen at some distance from the source region. The essential
PS features inherent to such an elementary process are summarized below and its physical relevance is discussed.
HE particle bursts

Many impulsive HE particle bursts of short duration were
seen at IMP-I or J satellite distances, according to Sarris
et al. (1976a, b), Carbary and Krimigis (1979), Lui and
Meng (1979), Kirsch et al. (1981); see also the review by
Krimigis and Sarris (1979). Bursts of HE electron precipitation (clearly temporal in origin) were often found within
the expanding auroral bulge in close association with impulsive Pi activity (Sergeev et al., 1978; Yahnin et al., 1983).
Recently, Belian et al. (1984) have reported impulsive structures frequently observed (in more than 75% of all studied
cases) in the 0.5-MeV proton injections at geosynchronous
orbit. This stresses the generality of the impulsive phenomena with which we are dealing here, and lends further support to the temporal origin of the impulses. In our observations (cf. Figs. 3-5), no significant modulation was found
in the individual bursts (at least within the available time
resolution of 10 s). The duration of the flux rise is 20-50 s
and that of the whole burst ~ 1 min, figures which are in
agreement with earlier results (Lui and Meng, 1979). Typically there are intervals of 1-3 min between consecutive
bursts. These temporal characteristics agree well with the
properties of impulsive structures observed on the ground
and at a geosynchronous distance.
Some intense HE proton bursts clearly exhibit the inverse energy dispersion characteristics pointed out earlier
for many similar cases by Sarris et al. (1976a) and Kirsch
et al. (1981). Strong flux enhancements (up to three orders
of magnitude) are seen during some HE particle bursts (e.g.
C-E in Figs. 5 and 6), these being practically coherent for
electrons and protons having gyroradii of a few hundredths
to several Re, respectively. Simultaneous impulsive phenomena were recorded on the ground. Taking all these facts
together, we may argue that the inverse dispersion effect
is due to temporal changes in the efficiency of the acceleration mechanism. Any explanation of the inverse dispersion
by spatial effects (velocity filtering), as described by Sarris
and Axford (1979) for example, cannot be satisfactory in
our case. Firstly it has to be noted that inverse dispersion
was observed during a PS boundary which was approaching
the satellite, for which Sarris and Axford's model predicts
direct (as opposed to inverse) dispersion (assuming a duskward electric field, as is normal) and, secondly, in the case
of Figs. 5 and 6, the source is not very far from the spacecraft (clearly less than 20 Re). In this situation an explana-
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tion in terms of velocity filtering would require unrealistically large electric fields.
The impulsive acceleration of alpha particles up to
2 MeV in the absence of a similar acceleration of 2-MeV
protons was first reported by Kirsch et al. (1981). Similar
intense alpha-particle bursts without bursts of protons of
corresponding energies were observed on March 3, 1976
in three cases (12:07, 17: 18, 22: 02 UT) in addition to those
presented in Fig. 5, each taking place simultaneously with
a strong substorm intensification observed on the ground.
The charge dependency of the acceleration process is, therefore, to be regarded as a characteristic of impulsive processes in substorm expansions, which provide particle accelerations up to MeV in tens of seconds.
Dawn-dusk asymmetries in the intensity of HE proton
(maximum at dusk) and HE electron fluxes (maximum in
the dawn sector of the PS) is known to be a characteristic
of HE particle bursts (Krimigis and Sarris, 1979). As shown
in paper II, such asymmetries may be a consequence of
different longitudinal positions of the satellite (duskwards
or dawnwards) relative to the localized active region (auroral bulge). This asymmetry can be very pronounced over
a distance less than 10 Re across the tail (tail width some
45 Re) during the initial phase of strong, isolated substorms.
Let us compare the ratio of electron to proton fluxes for
the studied bursts in relation to the positions of the active
region with respect to the satellite as defined from the
ground-based data.
In the case of the first substorm presented here (Figs. 3
and 4), the auroral expansion developed mainly to the west
of the satellite's meridian before 20: 20 UT (paper II). During this period, IMP-J detected the HE electron fluxes well
above the level prior to the expansion, which is quite in
contrast to the HE proton flux behaviour. Also, the enhancements of the HE fluxes of the bursts are somewhat
higher for electrons than for protons during this period.
In the case of the second substorm, the expansion region
is further west during 17: 42-45 UT (bursts F-I) than during
17:30-35 UT (bursts B-E); cf. Fig. 2 of Sergeev (1981).
Correspondingly, a pronounced difference is found in the
electron/proton content of the bursts between the series CE and the series F-I in Fig. 5. Thus the acceleration regions
seem rather to be localized across the tail and their momentary position apparently defines a demarcation line between
the areas of high HE proton and high HE electron flux
intensities in the bursts. All these findings are compatible
with an acceleration of particles in a localized region in
the tail by strong impulsive electric fields.
Due to the limited angular resolution of the CPME experiment and the very large proton gyroradii (in comparison to the thickness of the PS), the ability of this instrument
to track movements of HE proton structures within the
PS is limited. Nevertheless, we found that in the case where
the fluxes are collimated in the direction of the magnetic
field lines (e.g. in the cases of Fig. 6) the gyrocentres of
protons in HE bursts are contained in a relatively narrow
flux tube at the outer boundary of the PS. A similar conclusion was drawn on the basis of the IMP-J measurements
for initial phase of substorm expansion (Sergeev, 1983).
The presence of a thin layer of energetic protons and alpha
particles during both transient and final (recovery) PS expansion was also found by ISEE-1,2 observations made
at shorter distances from the earth (Spjeldvik and Fritz,
1981; Mobius et al., 1980; Andrews et al., 1981). This find-

ing can therefore be considered a characteristic feature of
the expansion-associated acceleration process, since it is
found both earthward and tailward of the source region
and since it holds for multiple impulsive bursts (Spjeldvik
and Fritz, 1981; Parks et al., 1979 and our results) as well
as for the first burst at the expansion onset (Sergeev, 1983).
Propagating magnetic field disturbances
and configurational changes of the PS

The impulsive, discrete, short-lived nature of the expansion
process was demonstrated in great detail above. This nature
was already suggested by earlier findings (Sergeev and Yahnin, 1979; Sergeev, 1981; Basinger et al., 1981; Yahnin
et al., 1983; Belian et al., 1984). In many previous studies,
however, one was looking only for long-lived, large-scale
patterns of magnetic field disturbances in the PS presumably caused by reconnection. This pattern is nevertheless
strongly contaminated by dynamic small-scale processes,
in agreement with the findings of Lui et al. (1977), Coroniti
et al. (1980), Kirsch et al. (1981) and Sergeev (1981). Here,
therefore, we are looking for an elementary process of explosive dissipation which occurs somewhere in a localized
region within the PS.
Around the onset of substorm expansion, the onset of
the southward excursion of B, in the outer part of the PS
at 37 Re was delayed by about 1 min relative to the arrival
of the HE particles. This gives an apparent propagation
speed for the magnetic field disturbance relative to the HE
particles (see Sergeev, 1983 for other examples) of about
18 Re/min, given that the source is at a distance of 20 Re
from the satellite (i.e. at 15 Re in the nightside PS). This
speed is comparable to the speed of sound, 1,000 km/s (for
Ti~6keV), or with the Alfven speed Bt=0.21B(nT)/
i/n(cm 3 ) Re/min (for B=20 nT with n=0.05 cm- 3 ) in the
PS. We have noted a shortening of this delay for successive
activations occurring at progressively higher latitudes in the
auroral zone. Finally, there was no delay when the expansion developed at <fJ = 73°-75° (the source was apparently
situated close to the satellite).
The typical patterns of magnetic field variation observed
in the outermost part of the PS after an impulsive activation
can be produced by a propagating current system of the
type shown in the upper part of Fig. 7 (here called the
Reconnection Induced Propagating Disturbance - RIPD).
The propagation of some kind of current system producing
these variations could explain such findings. At least two
spacecraft would be needed to verify this, however. This
current system must always cause a pronounced southward
excursion of the magnetic field within the propagating loop
tailward of the source and a short, weak northward excursion ahead of it. A rise in field strength as its front passes
by may be expected at the satellite outside or at the outer
boundary of the PS. This magnetic field behaviour can be
found in the data of Fig. 4 and during the intense bursts
A-E displayed in Fig. 5. Earthward of the source the sign
of the B, variation is reversed, as is in fact observed during
bursts F-I shown in Fig. 5. The tail-aligned closure of this
current system must exist because of the localization of
the source region across the tail.
Such patterns of magnetic field variations are compatible with the recent results of Hones et al. (1982), who studied By variation during substorm onsets. It can be said,
however, that the B, variations must be more distinct, since
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the Bx and By variations depend in a more complicated
way on the position (z-coordinate) of the satellite with respect to the RIPD. In addition, it can be emphasized that
the earthward-propagating part of the RIPD (as discussed
by Hill and Reiff, 1980) corresponds well with the threedimensional system of the substorm current wedge (Akasofu, 1977), which is a well-known phenomenon in the substorm expansion phase. Such a propagating current system
(Alfven wave) must be launched in each act of a localized
current disruption which initiates the reconnection process.
Similar characteristics of current distribution in the boundary part of the PS were indeed obtained in computer simulation of a three-dimensionally driven reconnection by Sato
et al. (1984). It is worthwile mentioning that the RIPD is
qualitively similar to the meander system introduced by
Pellinen and Heikkila (1984).
As a result of our study, in the lower part of Fig. 7
a schematic and - in view of the complex reality - certainly
oversimplified picture is given of what may happen in the
tail during successive elementary substorm expansion processes and how this may be embedded into the large-scale
" neutral-line-plasmoid" configuration. Several important
additions to this scenario should be considered: firstly, the
simultaneous presence of several sources, as suggested by
the results of Sarris et al. (1976 b) and Sergeev and Yahnin
(1979), and secondly, an unsystematic change in the source
location during successive impulses. The study of auroral
arc expansion by Sergeev and Yahnin (1979) and model
computations by Forbes and Priest (1983) indeed suggests
that new neutral lines may appear at different places in
the PS. Note, in Fig. 2, the changes in the directions of
arriving HE protons from tailward to earthward and then
again to tailward, so that the source may apparently move
back and forth.
Mechanism of explosive (impulsive) dissipation
The short-lasting impulsive phenomenon of substorm expansion studied here represents the essential (and presumably elementary) part of the whole substorm expansion process, since it provides the significant inputs for auroral expansion, formation of the three-dimensional current system
and particle energization and injection. Many of the essential observational signatures of the impulsive process are
already known. Most of them have been described in earlier
studies (Krimigis and Sarris, 1979; Sergeev, 1981; Kirsch
et al. , 1981) and a re summarized and expanded on in this
paper (the first objective). These signatures include :
a) the time scale - a few tens of seconds
b) acceleration of HE particles in a localized part of
the PS up to MeV energies
c) indications of acceleration by a strong impulsive electric field (inverse energy dispersion, preferential acceleration of particles with a higher charge, dawn-dusk asymmetry in the acceleration of HE protons and electrons)
d) the launching of a three-dimensional current system
(like the RIPD) propagating from the source within the
Y-sector of the source location.
Note that the strong impulsive electric field reaching
a few tens of m V/m has certainly been detected (Aggson
and Heppner, 1977 ; Pedersen et al., 1978 ; Cattell et al.,
1982). At the present time most of these signatures can
be explained by only one mechanism: the non-linear (explosive), collisionless tearing mode (Galeev, 1979). This pro-

Fig. 7. a Current system (Reconnection I nduced Propagating Disturbance - RI PD) launched by each impulse in the explosive expansion process. b Simplified scheme showing the small-scale configurational change in the plasma sheet caused by the inferred impulsive
expansion process

vides a consistent explanation for signatures a) - c) and
a good description of the spectrum of accelerated ions in
the thermal and non thermal part (Zeleny et al., 1984). This
theory has not been completely developed to model the
propagation of the magnetic disturbance induced in the
PS, but a MHD model describing the latter aspect has recently been developed by Semenov et al. (1983) including,
as a particular case, the well-known stationary model of
H. Petschek. In spite of inherent simplifications, the model
simulates some of the experimental findings of our paper
such as a current system of the RIPD type and the swelling
of the PS following the propaga ting RIPD. The model also
demonstrates that a transient reconnection is an effective
mechanism of energy dissipation.
Both theoretical models are, nevertheless, not yet capable of modelling a real space-time development of the process in a three-dimensio nal configuration and, in particular,
they are not able to produce the repetitive impulsive process. In this respect, the results of a recent numerical MHD
modelling within the framewo rk of the line-tied reconnection by Forbes and Priest (1983) deserves special attention.
These authors have found very complex behaviour in the
system, namely the sporadic growth of a few magnetic
islands, corresponding impulsive behaviour of the electric
field associated with the growth of each island and a complex movement of active regions back and forth along the
tail. Although a collision-dominated process of the tearing
mode is not completely realistic in the PS, we find here
a time history of the process qualitatively similar to that
of the observed expansion process. We conclude that the
theoretical attempts yield results basically in agreement with
experimental findings, but we must admit that we are still
far from achieving a complete insight into the problem.
Our results show how important it is to consider the
impulsive, small-scale structures in the PS. At the same
time, the large-scale " neutral-line-plasmoid" concept is not
excluded by this. On the contrary, many features of our
observations are well in tune with the " neutral-line-plas-
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moid" concept. Among these features are: the formation
of a neutral line in the near-earth region at the substorm
onset with preferential tailward anisotropy of HE protons
and southward-directed magnetic field deflections at the
initial state of substorm expansion (cf. Figs. 2, 4 and 5),
the tailward retreat of the main neutral line at the second
stage of the expansion with preferential earthward anisotropy of the HE proton and mainly northward-directed
magnetic field deflections and, after this, the final PS expansion. One has to be aware that any mode of the reconnection process (impulsive or steady, driven or spontaneous)
ends up with the same large-scale configuration and timeaveraged properties. In this paper we have looked for, and
found, details which can give some insight into the elementary process by which the whole substorm expansion (presumably reconnection) operates in the earth's magnetotail.
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